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Introduction

Gleave Media is an experienced
new media agency. Our business is your
business development and the generation of
new revenue through digital marketing and
communication channels. We create targeted
campaigns that work!
We are a results driven new media agency with
our head office in the Cathedral City of Exeter,
we have worked in the Internet industry since
1999 and we are focused on one thing: how we
can help your business grow.
We have offices in Exeter and Portsmouth and
find our clients the best solutions to help their
business be successful online.
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Digital Marketing

Digital marketing can drive visitors
to your site, but if your content isn’t compelling,
relevant and shareable, your efforts in getting
them there will almost certainly be in vain. That’s
what makes a robust approach to content
integral to the success of any online campaign.
So we build intelligent, innovative strategies
around your company’s objectives. Today’s digital
marketing environment can be very complex, but
we identify which tools and techniques will work
best for you and deliver real results.
Instead of a one-size-fits-all approach, we
streamline your Digital strategy for a custom fit.
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Social Media

Social media is not just about

technology, whether you have the latest
iPhone or Google Gingerbread on your
phone! It is about building relationships and
conversations with your customers and
brand advocates, widening the audience
for your message.
Every business is unique in the social
media training challenges presented, they
may already have some accounts and
experience or a defined idea of what they
want to achieve.
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 Engaging your audiences and creating communities
 Monitoring what people are saying about your business and brand online
 How online PR and social media fit with the other marketing of your business
 How to create relevant groups in social networks
 Creating winning content that gets you web traffic
 Managing the negative side of social media
 Building your business an overall social media marketing strategy
 A key understanding of social media ethics and best practice in these areas
 Running a successful blog, what to do and how to do it
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Email Marketing
We know the importance of keeping in regular
contact with your customers and prospects,
so the question has to be asked how do you
do this in a very cost effective way? Well we
have a solution.

GleaveMedia run and operate mailPDQ;
an email marketing system that allows you to
build and manage lists of subscribers, create
and send stunning email campaigns, and view
comprehensive reports on all your activity.
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 Manage Lists and Subscribers
 Collect data from Social Media and your Website
 No logos or links
 amazing campaign reports
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Search Engine Optimisation
Search Engine Optimisation

is the process that can lead to your site gaining
top rankings in all the major search engines,
driving the best traffic and high volumes directly
to your site. This is through manipulating the
content and coding on your website to give it
better ‘appeal’ in the search engines. The first
point of call in this very busy market place is that
you need to make sure your website has been
built so it can be indexed by the major search
engines in the first place – this is always the
best starting point.
Now at GleaveMedia we dont believe Search
Engine Optimisation (SEO) is the “be all and
end all” of getting web traffic for every site. It
may not be the best strategy for your site, other
Internet Marketing strategies may be more
effective – such things as paid traffic through
Pay Per Click advertising and optimisation
of those adverts, to a link building or content
creation campaign with some email marketing.
One thing is certain you can be sure that
we can help and advise your best route to
getting quality traffic that improves your site’s
conversion rate.
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Digital Strategy
A strong Digital Strategy can ensure
your business is focused on what it needs to do
to get found by the customers that you need
to grow and develop your business. Here at
GleaveMedia we have experience of dealing with
customer both large and small we can ensure
your business has a strategy that ensures you
‘earn your way in’ to a customer respect.
The services we offer is split into three
key areas;

1
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Content – so things like Blogs, Online Press
Releases and eMail Marketing.

Search Engine Optimization – this is through
manipulating the content and coding on
your website to give it better ‘appeal’ in the
search engines
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Social Media – things like facebook and
engaging your audience on Instagram

Which ever way you look at it, we are
concerned with developing your business and
Digital Strategy that sets you and your business
out from the competition and grows both your
profile and order base as a result.
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Pay Per Click (PPC) Marketing
What is PPC?

Advantages of PPC

PPC service from GleaveMedia

When you search in Google or one of the other
popular search engines, the results at the top
and right hand side of the search results page
are often ‘paid for’ listings. Advertisers pay the
search engine every time somebody clicks on
an ad, typically the advertisers will bid to have
their ads shown for keyword searches relevant
to their target market. It is different to ‘natural’ or
‘organic’ listings which feature below these paid
search results. (Natural search listings can be
improved by using SEO).

• PPC can be turned on and off instantly, you
can be seen in search listings for chosen
keywords within minutes.

We can offer the following PPC service:

• Flexibility in budget, you can start with a
budget from as little as a few pounds a day
with the possibility to increase your daily
spend when you start seeing positive results.

–Develop targeted, themed keyword groups
relating to your products or services.

• It is possible to highly target PPC advertising
to specific search keywords, user location or
other demographics.
• PPC is very accountable, reports show exactly
where the advertising budget has been spent,
and with additional goal tracking it is possible
to calculate ROI for an individual action
or sale.

– Analysis of your current site to understand
your target market.

– Setup AdWords (or other PPC network)
campaign, turning themed keyword groups
into ‘Ad Groups’ with individual ads. Each ad
will be created with text relating to the group’s
keywords. Daily budgets and keyword bid
prices are setup at this stage. Ads can also be
‘geo-targeted’ so that they are only seen by
users in a particular location.
– Where appropriate, it is possible to set up
goal tracking, which can aid conversion rate
optimisation at a later stage.
– Accounts are monitored on a regular basis to
update bid prices, adjust keywords and create
new ad text.
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Testimonials
We have worked with numerous varied clients on a whole variety or projects. We are delighted
when then have great things to say, some testimonials we have received are below.

“

Alistair (Gleave) has been supporting my
business as a member of my management
team for over 4 years. His USP is that he gets
involved. He is accountable and authoratitive,
yet understands that as the MD of a small
business I need a marketing expert that
works with me rather than takes over. Alistair
immerses himself in all aspects of marketing
for my business with a particular strength in
Online strategies and social media. And that
he makes sure he is always reachable and is
responsive is a real bonus. Gleave media have
been instrumental in the growth of my business,
and as a subcontracted marketing consultancy
Gleave media have been succeeded where
others have failed.
Devon Playways Ltd
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Well done Gleave Media – you have proved
yourselves to be a quality and reliable new
media resource. You have a very ‘hands on’
approach to the intricate world of Online
Marketing which is both necessary and
appreciated. A real sense of support was
offered when we didnt know our way through
this modern minefield, please keep it up!
Major South West Trade Product Supplier
Gleave Media has supported SMARTech energy
since we launched the business in 2014 and
in a short space of time they have managed
to achieve page 1 listings for many of our
solutions and services through SEO. This has
driven valuable leads from the website which
include large national companies, which we are
now doing business with.
SMARTech energy Ltd

As Local Authority officers on the regional
ACT Travelwise group, it’s our jobs to interact
with people, to consult and communicate
messages, yet few of us were utilising social
media to help us achieve this. Alistair’s
presentation gave us a great overview of what
tools are available to us, how to use them to
their best advantage and what direction we
need to be going in and why. His presentation
style is engaging, and we all took away valuable
ideas and actions from his session.
Chair of the SouthWest ACT
Travelwise region
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Content Creation

Great content can come in
many forms. As a key element in digital
marketing, it’s vital that you get it right –
and that means more than just putting a few
words together to create something. Whether
it’s eBooks or infographics, blog updates or
business guides we help your business in the
world of content marketing.
With this in mind we will help shape what your
content portfolio mix should be, should it be
50% sales, 25% brand and 25% tactical,
or another combination.
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Our Ethics

Here at Gleave Media we believe that honest
and meaningful conversations enable all
businesses to participate in communities, build
trust, and ultimately help create better products,
services and experiences. We tell this to our
clients, partner agencies, people we want to
work with, and we are equally committed to
behaving in this way ourselves.
When we outreach to charities or
participate in a community we will always be
clear about who we are and who we represent.
We will never ask anyone to say anything they
do not believe.

We place great importance in understanding
the organisations and communities we speak to
and participate in, and we always endeavour to
talk to people about things that are relevant and
interesting to them. We are proud to be partners
in GrowMyCharity.com which works across
the South West and helps charities and social
enterprises with Digital Marketing.
We are active members of DEBI and the
Federation of Small Businesses and we
recycle any printer cartridges, and old mobile
phones for St Loyes Foundation, organisations
dedicated to best practice within growing
environmentally friendly businesses.
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Gleave Media Ltd (Head Office)
Unit 5, Clyst Units
Marsh Barton
Exeter
Devon
EX2 8QW
T: 01392 241653
Gleave Media Ltd (South Coast Office)
Ground Floor, Building 1000
Lakeside North Harbour, Western Road
Portsmouth
Hampshire
PO6 3EZ
T: 02392 401965
Website: www.gleavemedia.co.uk
Email: hello@gleavemedia.co.uk
facebook.com/GleaveMedia
twitter.com/GleaveMedia

